
6/19- 6/23  

Hello Summer 2023! Calling all treasure hunters,
explorers and scavengers for a week of maps, buried

treasure and adventure.  
On Wednesday, bring your telescopes and binoculars;

dress up like your favorite explorer - think Indiana Jones.

6/26-6/30  

3..2..1.. Blast off to outer space! Let's take a journey to
the stars where we'll learn about the moon, planets,

rocket ships and more. 
On Wednesday, it's Aliens vs Astronauts. Dress up like

an alien or an astronaut - you decide! 

7/3-7/7
(Closed Tuesday, July 4th)

 

A carnival of fun awaits you! Games, treats, surprises
galore. 

On Wednesday, wear all bright colors!

7/10-7/14  

Meet new friends, pay it forward, and make a
difference!

On Wednesday, Dress up like your hero! Will you be a
great leader, a teacher, a chef, or even your favorite

activist?

7/17-7/21  

Enter our Camp Garrett laboratory! Join us for a week
of zany, wacky fun experiments and projects. 

On Wednesday, become a mad scientist - wear a lab
coat, funky glasses or create your own scientist

persona! 

7/24-7/28  

Get ready to boogie till the sun goes down! We are
dancing through the decades with music, games, and

more. 
All week long, dress up with your best outfits of the

decades. On Wednesday, prepare for a battle of the
decades. Every group of campers will be assigned a

different decade to dress as. 

7/31-8/4  

Are you Team Red or Team Blue! Root for your color and
shout WOOHOO! 

On Wednesday, Rep your color. Face paint and wigs
and bandanas are welcome!

 

8/7-8/11  

It's TALENT SHOW WEEK! Channel your inner superstar
and showcase your many talents for the Camp Garrett

Talent Show. This week, dress up as your favorite
celebrities, bring your best magic tricks or practice your

hidden talents. 

8/14-8/18  

An unsolved mystery? Camp Garrett is on the case.
Join our detective team as we search for clues,

examine evidence and try to solve the great camp
'whodunit'!  On Wednesday, dress like a super spy,

secret agent, or private detective. 

8/21-8/25  

Later, gators! It's the last week of camp and we're
learning all about animals! Whether they are right in our

backyard or far away, explore a zoo of new and
familiar animals while we look back on a wonderful

summer together. 
On Wednesday, wear your favorite animal print! 
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